Workforce Management
Helping you manage effectiveness and performance

Cut down on costly mistakes and give your line managers the information they need to make the right decisions.

“

We have
significantly reduced
errors with Ceridian
Workforce Management,
making an impact on
our bottom line.
HR Manager

”

Give yourself the force to work better.
Ever-evolving labour legislation makes it hard for HR teams to keep up with changes in minimum wage,
working time directives and complex compliance requirements. Maximising the effective use of the workforce
is therefore crucial to keeping labour and administration costs under control – we can help you do just that.
Saving just 1-2% of labour costs can mean a significant bottom line saving, improving your productivity.
Ceridian HRevolution’s Workforce Management module, powered by Intellinet, is a time and attendance
solution that gives you the tools to automate and re-shape your processes, giving line managers the right
information at the right time.

Application Features
n Time sheet
n Time recording
n Holiday and absence
n Rostering and scheduling
n Workload planning
n Wide range of reports
n Integration with employee self-service
n Central workload planning tool

Technical Features
n Entirely web-based
n Automatic system maintenance, backup and disaster management
n Available 24/7, 365 days a year
n Online support
n Unrestricted user licenses and profiles

Benefits:

v.2.0

n

Make your business more efficient: We can show a six-fold reduction in errors by implementing
Ceridian Workforce Management, and also reduce payroll queries with an accurate timesheet
representing gross pay.

n

Save time: There is no need to re-key data as our solution is fully integrated with Ceridian’s Payroll
service. Application modules are also fully integrated - saving administration time.

n

Monitor performance: KPI screens provide immediate performance feedback to the manager. Also,
contra-performance indicators will provide action prompts to the manager.

Ceridian Workforce Management can be purchased as a stand-alone
solution or alongside other Ceridian HRevolution modules.
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